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February 29, 1984

PGandE Letter No. DCL-84-083

Mr. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V

1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No.'0-275, OL-DPR-76
Diablo Canyon Unit 1

Weld Bevel Angles and Tube Steel Radius

Dear Mr. Martin:

On February 8, 1984, representatives of Region V identified some questions
related to weld bevel angles and tube steel radius. The questions and
PGandE's responses are provided in the enclosure.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

Schu er

Enclosure

cc: T. W. Bishop
D. G. Eisenhut
H. E. Schierling
Service List P
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PGandE Letter No. DCL-84-083

ENCLOSURE

PGandE RESPONSE TO NRC QUESTIONS

REGARDING WELD BEVEL ANGLE

AND TUBE STEEL RADIUS

BACKGROUND
r

On February 8, 1984, representatives of NRC Region V identified questions they
had discussed with a concerned citizen on February 2, 1984. These questions
related to (1) the weld preparation bevel angle used for partial and complete
penetration welds on structural steel, (2) the effective throat of flare bevel
groove welds on structural tubing, and (3) effective throat derating factors
for skewed fillet welds. The specific concern is that field-installed
conditions at Diablo Canyon may be less conservative than those assumed in the
design.

The NRC questions and PGandE responses follow.

l. QUESTION 1 —37.5 Bevel vs. 45 Bevel

Pullman Power Products (Pullman) allegedly used a 37.5'SME weld preparation
on all AWS steel and structures instead of the 45'reparation angle required
by AWS-D1.1. Reference was made to a June 23, 1983, memorandum on bevel
detail revision signed by Russ Noble to H. Karner. This memorandum specifies
that a 45'evel angle is to be used in the future, without providing any
assessment of or resolution for past practice. Thus, the implication is
clearly that the field-installed condition does not provide adequate assurance
that the design assumptions of the design engineer were complied with. In
this case, the designer assumed a 45'evel angle and, allegedly, the field
used a 37.5'evel angle. The AWS Code requires that load derating factors be
used if the bevel angle is less than 45 and, since the designer didn't use
the derating factors, it is alleged that the field installed condition is less
conservative than the designer's intent.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 1

Most pipe supports at Diablo Canyon are fabricated from ASTM A-36 steel, a low
carbon steel with excellent -weldability properties. The weld process most
commonly employed for pipe support welds is the shielded metal arc process
using E7018 electrodes. The weld procedures and welders used for the
fabrication of pipe supports are qualified to the requirements of ASME B&PVC,
Section IX. This code provides extensive rules for the qualification of weld
pr'ocedures and welders. The use of this code is not unusual; in fact,
supports in recently designed nuclear plants are designed to the requirements
of ASME BRPVC, Section III, Subsection NF which requires welders and weld
procedures to be qualified to the requirements of Section IX.
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Section IX does not recognize the use of welded joints without performing weld
procedure tests. Pullman has performed these tests in accordance with Section
IX. Other welding codes do, however, make provisions for the use of
prequalified welds. One such code is AWS Dl.l.
AWS Structural Welding Code Dl.l provides details for prequalified complete
and partial penetration groove welded joints. These joints may be used
without performing joint welding procedure qualification tests prescribed in
Section 5 of AWS Dl.l. They are exempt from qualification tests because these
joint welding procedures for shielded metal arc, submerged arc, gas metal arc,
and flux cored arc welding processes have had a long record of satisfactory
performance.

However, the AWS Dl.l Code does not restrict welding to the prequalified joint
welding procedures; the code allows other welding procedures to be used
provided they are qualified as prescribed. Regarding bevel angles on single
bevel welds welded using the shielded metal arc process, various bevel angles
are specified as being prequalified. Depending on various factors such as the
joint configuration, thickness of material being welded, root opening, and
backing, the prequalified bevel angle can vary from 30'o 60 for complete
penetration welds and is 45 for partial penetration welds. The AWS Code
recognizes that these bevel angles are conservative and, because these joints
have a long record of satisfactory performance, they do not require weld
procedure tests. Angles for partial penetration welds less than 45 are not
prequalified, but are allowed provided tests are performed to demonstrate that
the desired effective throat is being achieved and, therefore, the same
strength is being developed as assumed by the designer. The reference to a
June 23, 1983, memorandum by Russ Noble does not appear to be related to the
question as described. The memorandum refers to stainless steel Meld
Procedures Nos. 15/16 and 129 to be used for welding butt joints in the
pressure boundary of piping.

In a recent inspection, the NRC Staff questioned what bevel angle was used on
carbon steel support members. The review showed that current and recent past
practice has been to use 45'evels. This was based upon a June 28, 1983,
memorandum to quality control, observations in the field, and interviews by
the Staff with several QC inspectors.

Notwithstanding the above, PGandE has expanded its review. Conversations with
QC inspectors and production personnel presently onsite from the early stages
of the Project indicate that the practice was to provide a 45'evel angle.
The Weld Procedure No. 7/8, which is applicable to this process, allows bevel
angles of both 45'nd 37.5'nd there are welds with bevel angles of 37.5o.

The pipe support fabricator, Pullman, has performed tests to determine the
effective throat that would be obtained using their welding procedures in a
tee-joint using a 3/4" plate with a 5/8" partial penetration weld beveled at
37.5'sing the shielded metal arc process. This joint configuration is
considered to be worst case since it does not provide the accessibility of abutt joint. In this case, the designer would have assumed a 1/8" reduction in
the 5/8" weld size which would give an effective throat of 1/2". The test
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results are summarized in Attachment A. Attachment B shows the. coupons
prepared for measurement. Note that in all cases in Attachment 1, the actual
measured throat exceeds that assumed by the designer (1/2"). Other material
thicknesses would provide equivalent results.

In addition to the tests performed by Pullman, an existing 37.5o partial
penetration weld on a 3/4" base plate was examined. The effective throat of
the weld was measured in two places, The throat dimensions were 5/8" and
43/64", both meeting or exceeding the value assumed in design (5/8", which is
1/8" less than the depth of preparation).

In summary, the designer specified partial penetration welds that were
compatible with single bevel weld preparation angles used by construction.
The designer derated these partial penetration welds by 1/8" to account for
the lack of fusion at the root. Further, sectioning and measurement of actual
test coupons of typical joints demonstrate that the procedures used by Pullman
on partial penetration welds with bevel angles of 37.5 produced effective
throat dimensions that were compatible with designers'ssumptions.

2. QUESTION 2 -- TUBE STEEL IfADIUS

It has been alleged that the Site and General Office design groups did not
properly account for tube steel radius that actually existed in the field.
Specifically, the following points were made:

QUESTION 2a

Some of the tube steel supplied by foreign manufacturers (Japan) had an
outside radius of 1.5T at the corners, where T is the steel section
thickness. The American Tube Manufacturers Institute requires the radius
to be between 2T and 3T.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2a

Pullman purchase orders indicate that material shall be domestically
manufactured, as required by the contract. PGandE has researched all
structural steel mill certificates to determine origin and have confirmed
that no Japanese tube steel has been received. A single purchase of a
small amount (3000 ft.) of Canadian tube steel has been used; however,
the manufacturing was in accordance with USA requirements. The American
Tube Manufacturers Institute requires a corner radius on tube steel equal
to 2T for tubes with a perimeter less than 14 inches and a radius of
2-1/2T for tubes with a perimeter greater than 14 inches. Since all tube
steel supplied to Diablo Canyon is manufactured to USA requirements, the
radii are 2T or greater. This is supported by an inspection of tube
steel as indicated in response to Questions 2b, 2c, and 2d.
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QUESTIONS 2b, 2c, 2d

b. The on-site design group assumed 2T in their calculation of flare
bevel weld effective throat.

c. The San Francisco design group allegedly assumed 3T in their
calculations of flare bevel weld effective throat.

d. Therefore, it has been alleged that the effective throats, existing
in the field on the steel with 1.5T radius, will not be sufficient to
satisfy the design requirements.

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS 2b, 2c, and 2d

AVS Dl.l Section 2.3.1.4 allows the use of an effective throat of 5/16R
(where R outside corner radius of tube steel) for single flare groove
welds without performing a weld procedure qualification. It is accepted
as being a conservative effective throat that can be increased if
additional verifications are made in accordance with Section 2.3.1.4 (2)
of AWS Dl.l.

The Diablo Canyon design groups use a corner radius (R) equal to 2T
(where T is the thickness of the tube steel) for tube steel with a
perimeter of less than 14 inches. A corner radius of 2-1/2T was used for
perimeters greater than 14 inches (in no case was a corner radius of 3T
used). These are the radii required by American Tube Manufacturers
Institute. Fifty pipe supports with tube steel members were chosen at
random and the corner radii were measured. In all cases, the corner
radii exceeded 2T. In some cases for tubing perimeters greater than 14
inches, radii are less than 2-1/2T. The testing described below has
shown that for these slightly smaller radii, an effective throat of 5/16R
is obtained.

Reviews have been made which substantiate the effective throat assumption
of 5/16R as conservative. One review was done at Diablo Canyon by
Pullman and a second review was conducted by Pullman and United Engineers
and Constructors at Seabrook Station.

The tests at the Seabrook Station were conducted using standard P-1
Pullman Welding Procedures for ASME P-1 materials. The technical report
describing the review is attached as Attachment C. The purpose of this
review was "To verify, as a minimum, that the effective throat thickness
for a flare-bevel-groove weld when filled to the solid section of the bar
will equal 5/16R, where R is equal to the radius of the bar." Four sizes
of structural tube steel were welded using 3/32" and 1/8" diameter E7018
electrodes in the flat, vertical, and overhead welding positions.
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The results from the Seabrook Station review showed that the actual
penetrations exceeded 5/16R (where R is assumed to be 2T for tubing with
a perimeter less than 14 inches and 2-1/2T for perimeters greater than 14
inches) by as much as a factor of 1.0 to 1.92, with an average factor of
1.4. The least amount of penetration occurred when 3X3X1/4 tube steel
was welded using a 3/32" electrode in the flat position. In that case,
the penetration equaled 5/16R.

Tests at Diablo Canyon were conducted using Pullman Diablo welding
procedures. A brief summary is attached as Attachment D. The tests were
performed to verify that the actual penetrations met or exceeded the
effective throat of 5/16R for the worst case identified by the review
done at Seabrook Station. Six tests were conducted to determine the
typical penetrations which would be achieved for flare bevel joints when
welding 3X3Xl/4 tube steel using 3/32" and 1/8" E7018 electrodes in the
flat position.

All tests indicated that the amount of penetration exceeds 5/16R by a
factor of 1.4 to 1.7.

In conclusion, field investigations have been performed which show that
there are no structural tubes with radii less than 2T, and tests at
Seabrook and Diablo Canyon demonstrate that the design assumptions
concerning effective throat are consistent with as-built conditions.

QUESTION 2e

A related concern is that AWS Dl.l requires, and assumes, "flush" welding
on tube steel to obtain the AWS Dl.l required effective throat of 5/16 R,
where R is the outside radius of the tube steel corner, while ESD-223
apparently allows less than "flush" welding, contrary to AWS assumptions
without having sufficient tests run to establish the acceptability of
less than "flush" welding.

REPONSE TO QUESTION 2e

QC Inspectors randomly sample field conditions on flare bevel welds to
determine if they are welded flush. A statistically significant sample
of 233 welds were examined, all but five of which were flush. Four of
these were 1/16 inch under flush and the fifth was 1/32 inch under flush
over a part of its length. All of these "under flush" conditions
resulted in an effective throat greater than that assumed in design and
sufficient to satisfy stress criteria.
QUESTION 2f

In addition, ESD-223 allgedly allows a 15o dihedral angle with no
corrections applied as required by the AWS Dl.l Code 1983 Edition. The
AWS Dl.l Code requires using effective throat derating factors of 1/4
inch for a dihedral angle between 30'nd 45', and a 1/8 inch deduction
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between 45'nd 60'. A dihedral angle of less than 30'ould require
even more of a deduction from the effective throat design.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2f

In the design or evaluation
designers follow procedures
non-fusion at the root of a
than 60 . This possibility
reducing the code allowable
thickness by 1/8 inch.

of a skewed fillet weld, pipe support
that account for the possibility of
skewed fillet weld with a dihedral angle less
has been recognized and addressed by either
stress by half, or by reducing the throat

Because of the uncertainty of the non-fusion associated with a dihedral
angle less than 30 , PGandE has set 30 as a minimum. Skewed fillet
welds with dihedral angles less than 30 are very rare. Designers take
no credit for such welds in as-built pipe support reviews. Therefore,
the inclusion of a dihedral angle less than 30'n the installation
specification ESD 223 would not have caused any problems with meeting the
design requirements.

PGandE does not make a 1/4 inch reduction for a dihedral angle less than
45o for the following reasons:

o The 1/4-inch reduction is a newly added requirement in AWS Dl.l Code,
1983 Edition. When the code was published, the majority of the pipe
supports reviewed had been completed.

o Besides the inherent conservatism in the design and fabrication
.process, PGandE uses a very low allowable weld stress. Por normal
load cases, 9.45 ksi is used for welds within the B31.1 Code
jurisdictional boundary, and 18.0 ksi is used for supplemental steel
within the AISC Code jurisdictional boundary. In fact, it can be
21.0 ksi as permitted by the AISC Code.

QUESTION 2g

Thus, the skewed fillet weld table in ESD-223 is alleged to be wrong
because it doesn't adjust the leg length to account for the designer's
assumed effective throat and field installations are, therefore, less
conservative than the designer's intent.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2g

There is no table in ESD-223 that addresses skewed fillet welds. As
mentioned in the response to Question 2f, possible non-fusion at the root
of the weld is accounted for by the designer in the design or review
process. It is not necessary for the welder to adjust the leg length to
address the possible non-fusion which already has been accounted for.
Therefore, it is not possible to have final installation less
conservative than the designer's intent.
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ATTACHh~iENT A

PARTIAL PENETRATION WELDED COUPONS(1 )

COUPON POSITION

26 (Horizontal)

26 (Horizontal)

36 (Vertical)

46 (Overhead)

Notes:

(1) Welds performed using:
a. 3/4" Plate
b. Root Gap = 0"
c. E7018 electrode (3/32")
d. Amperage = 75

SECTION SIDE

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

Average

ACTUAL
THROAT(2)

0.518
0.518
0.594
0.594
0.550
0.534

0.657
0.633
0.633
0.633
0.610
0.610

0.550
0.550
0.641
0.641
0.550
0.550

0.692
0.692
0.704
0.704
0.595
0.595

t

14.548/24=0.606

(2) Includes natural reinforcement
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ATTACHMENT C Sll ~

Date:
File lvo:

4579A
Mev 20, 1983
11.8.]

UKITW EKGIKEERS 6 CO?cS ".UCTORS INC.

TECHKICP P ABORT

Date:

Purpose of
Report

May 20, 1983

Qualification and Verification of Flare-Bevel Groove
Welds - Scuare Tube

D'stribdtion: p
D. C.
S. J.
R. 'V.

K. E.S'.
M ~

S. H.
J. P.
J. R.
~\ ~
4J ~ no
E- M.
R. H.
.a. A.
R. C.
G- A.
P. A.
G ~ F ~

B. G.
J ~ PE

H. J.

McKenna
Turnouist
Pat iscn
Gregory
Berg
Sethi
Alsan
Caruso
Whoriskey
Slotterbaci:
Rhoads
Hayes
Brvans
Edge"
Sevonty
Gallant
Leone
kigmonti
Levee
Cannon
Kaplan

UEC591
UEC589
UEC262
UEC585
UEC196
UEC28S
UE 195
UEC290
UEC296

llUO
07U4

UEC143
UEC262
UEC184
UEC786
UEC262
UEC591

07U4
UEC262

14U3
17U4

J Duccy
V. C. Le'theat
A. Bandopachvay
M. B. Lasotz
P. K. Jathaveda=
B. Basu
S. C. Madara
C. V.. Mourar
R. A. Mills
B. J. Huselton
0. P. Raiani
J. M. Benenati
S. K. Guns
J. R. Julian
M. J. Kcnopi-
DCC Fielc
DCC - PA
SM File

UEC589
UEC294
UEC589
UEC589
U:-C787
UEC589
UEC589
UEC392
TT?'C%02

UEC589
09U4
09U9

UEC282
UEC262

07US
UEC185

06U1
L'EC18

'eport

Preparec By:

Report Approved By:

T. R. Frclo

T ~K~~~~" /+ .

T. P. Vas alio, Jr.
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S.".: 4579A
Date: Hay 20) 1983

File ho: 11.8.1

QUALIFICATIOh AhD VVIFICATIOh OF

EZ BD~d- CROOVi Q~DS

Purpose - To ve ', as a minimum) that the e fective throat hickness
for e fiare-beve'-groove veld vhen filled to the solid section
of the bar vill be equal 5/16 R, vhere R is equ-'o the racius
of the bar.

8ateria s - Tubular steel sizes 3" x 3" x >", 4" x 4" x 3/8", 6" x 6"
x 4" and 8" x 8" x >" ASM A500 vas used.

Melding Process - The shielded metal a c velding process vas used, uti-
lizing S:-A 5.1, K7018 electrodes vith mu't'pie passes.

Preheat and Interpass - The minimum preheat and interpass temperature
vas in accordance «4th AShi/A'VS Dl.l, Table 4.2.

Procedu es for Shielaec Hetal Arc - The veiding vas aone in the vertical.
ove head and flat planes utili"ing 3/32" and 1/8" diameter
electrodes in each pos'tion. The velding parameters vere as
follovs:

3/32" - DCRP) 70-120 ar,.s) 20-27 volts, 2 ipm min. ravel,
1/8" -DCRP, 115-165 amps) 21-27 vo'ts, 2 ipm min. travel.

Qualification - The samples were sec ionea for visual exam'~ation.
The velds vere free from cracks and there vas thorough fusion
betveen ad)acent layers oi veld metal and the base metals.
The velds, in general, vere visually acceptable.

Conc'usion - In general, 3/32" 9 electrodes shoved good penetration ex-
ceeding the min'-u= throat thickness by approximately 50K
except there -ere some problems vith the 3" x 3" x 4" tubes.
The smail radius did not per~t the depth of penetration.
The 1/8" 0 eiectroaes shoved excellent penetration 'or exceecinc
the minitn- throat thickness for the flare-bevel-groove velds.
It is recommended that the Contracto s be d'rec=ed to utilize
1/8" 0 eiectrodes =or the first pass o insure aaequate pene-
tration.
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ATTACHMENT D

~ifPuiiman Power Products Corpol'ation 'x

DATE: DECEMBER 9, 1983

TO: D. ROCKWELL, PGKE

FROM: H. KARNER, QA/QC

SUBJECT: NPS BEAM ATTACHMENT BBD-18 AND FLARE BEVEL WELDS

OiaLfo Canyon Nuclear Proiecl
Post Office Box 367
Avifa Beach. California 9342a
Tele phone f605) 595-2356

The NPS beam attachment BBD-18, which was in the possession
of the NRC, has been examined by M.T. and U.T. Please find
copies of the results of these examinations attached.

The NRC discussed with Pullman Power Products weld penetration
for flare bevel welds on tube steel as used at Diablo Canyon.
An investigation had previously been conducted by Pullman
Power Products and United Engineers and Constructors, Inc..
at Seabrook,Station on this subject. This information was
presented to the NRC at Diablo Canyon for their review.

Their review revealed that the minimum required throat was
most difficult to obtain on small size tube steel (3" x 3")
when using 3/32" electrode in the flat position.

As a result of this determination and discussions with
Mr. Sam Reynolds of the NRC, Pullman Power Products prepared
several sample welds at Diablo Canyon using 3" x 3" tube steel
in the flat position with 3/32" electrode. Measurements were
taken in the presence of Mr. Reynolds. The formal results of
these sample'elds are attached.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call.

HK:sam

Attachments'originals)

Harold Karner
t)A/gC Manager

cc: A. A. Eck w!attachmer,ts
P. Stieger
F;le
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tfpullman Power Products Corporation

Diabfo Canyon Nuclear Pro;act
Post Otffce Box 367
Avffa Befch. California 93424
Telephone (605) 595.2356

December 8, 1983

RESULTS OF FLARE BEVEL PENETRATION TEST

On December 8, 1983, Pullman Power Products conducted tests to
determine the typical penetrations which will be achieved for flare
bevel points. The material used was 3" square tube steel to 1/4"
thick plate. All welding was performed in the flat position with
3/32 and 1/8" E7018 electrodes. Results are as followss

Minimum Required
Throat (5 16 R)

Actual Throat
3 32" Electrode 1 8" Electrode

5/32"
2732"

15/64", 17/64"
7/32"

7/32"
15/64"

cc: H. Karner
File

C.M. Scary
QEG Melding Engineer
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